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1. WHEREAS, the Associated Students of the University of Wyoming recognize
2. that there is a constant need for more parking spaces on campus; and
3. WHEREAS, the Associated Students of the University of Wyoming understand
4. that the lack of parking spaces causes extreme inconvenience for students,
5. faculty, and staff; and
6. WHEREAS, the lack of parking spaces creates a safety concern for the students,
7. faculty, and staff of the University of Wyoming.
8. THEREFORE, be it resolved that the Student Senate of the Associated Students
9. of the University of Wyoming supports the following suggestions as possible
10. options for reducing the impact of parking limitations on campus:

11. A) Convert the current “Frisbee Field” that is located south of
12. Corbett Gym and East of Crane Hall into a parking lot.

13. B) Establish a one-way, westbound traffic flow along Ivinson Street,
14. from Fifteenth Street to Ninth Street, with one side of Ivinson
15. Street becoming diagonal parking and the other side remaining as
16. parallel parking.

17. C) Establish a one-way, eastbound traffic flow along Lewis Street,
18. from Ninth Street to Fifteenth Street, with both sides of Lewis
19. Street becoming diagonal parking.

Referred to: Committee of the Whole
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